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About This Game

Hentai MineSweeper is a strategy game. What you need to do is to sweep away the minefield in front of you and show the
pictures hidden under the minefield to win and reward. Don't worry about its difficulty. If you get stuck in a certain level, you

can call the support with one key and instantly clean up all the mines on the field.

Operational gameplay

Victory conditions: You need to mark all mines without making a mistake. If you make a mistake, you have to start again, so
this game also needs some luck.

How to operate: Left click to open a grid, right click to mark the mine, left and right button together to see the clickable range
of this number. You have a number, it is 1, it means that there is a mine in the eight grids around it, there are two mines in 2,
three mines in 3, and so on. If you sweep out the mines around the numbers and there are spaces, you don't have to open them

one by one. Just press the left and right buttons of the mouse and press them at the same time. But if you mark the wrong mine,
then restart the level.

Function key

Keyboard P: One key minesweeping
Keyboard S: Emergency avoidance (the background image turns white and you can continue to mine)
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Pleasing pictures
Soothing music
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My virginity grew back. Unexpected Hentai, but OK. 10\/10 would recommend for children. after a short time on this game, I
noticed myself growing stronger in every aspect. I am now taller and more attractive than you (if you had a girlfriend she would
leave you for me). after beating the game and purchasing the DLC, i received an email from Bobby Fischer challenging me to a
game of chess. almost spit out my coffee lmao i beat him in 17 moves. 10\/10 game i will kill your waifu with a gun. my pp
prety hard but would be harder if more tiby

:3 tank guys

(also mayb mor feet) >.<
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